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Abstract—Blockchain technology, recognized for its decen-
tralized and privacy-preserving capabilities, holds potential for
enhancing privacy in contact tracing applications. Existing
blockchain-based contact tracing frameworks often overlook one
or more critical design details, such as the blockchain data
structure, a decentralized and lightweight consensus mechanism
with integrated tracing data verification, and an incentive mecha-
nism to encourage voluntary participation in bearing blockchain
costs. Moreover, the absence of framework simulations raises
questions about the efficacy of these existing models. To solve
above issues, this article introduces a fully third-party inde-
pendent blockchain-driven contact tracing (BDCT) framework,
detailed in its design. The BDCT framework features an Rivest-
Shamir-Adleman (RSA) encryption-based transaction verification
method (RSA-TVM), achieving over 96% accuracy in contact
case recording, even with a 60% probability of individuals
failing to verify contact information. Furthermore, we propose
a lightweight reputation corrected delegated proof of stake (RC-
DPoS) consensus mechanism, coupled with an incentive model,
to ensure timely reporting of contact cases while maintaining
blockchain decentralization. Additionally, a novel simulation
environment for contact tracing is developed, accounting for three
distinct contact scenarios with varied population density. Our
results and discussions validate the effectiveness, robustness of
the RSA-TVM and RC-DPoS, and the low storage demand of
the BDCT framework.

Index Terms—Blockchain, contact tracing, COVID-19 pan-
demic, delegated proof of stake (DPoS), RSA.

I. INTRODUCTION

S INCE the first case of the novel corona-virus COVID-19
discovered in December 2019, there have been over 510

million globally confirmed cases, including 6 million deaths by
April 2022.1 Contact tracing is known to be an effective way
for controlling the virus spread [1].

Formally, the contact tracing is the process of identifying
history contact cases of people who may have come into con-
tact with infected patients. Many countries or companies have
developed contact tracing methods, such as TraceTogether in
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Singapore [2], the QR code system in China [3], and the Expo-
sure Notification system developed by Google and Apple [4].
These apps mostly use Bluetooth to recognize nearby devices or
GPS signal to get the accurate location coordinates to determine
contact cases. Most of these tracing systems rely on central
servers controlled by governments or healthcare authorities,
which may collect the users’ identities and other privacy data
through an application installed on smart phones.

Systems based on centralized servers suffer single-point fail-
ure and are weak to attacks. Decentralized contact tracing
methods are then promoted. As an emerging decentralized data
generating, sharing, and storing technique, blockchain systems
are introduced to solve contact tracing tasks to promote the
security and privacy. Blockchain stores data into blocks that are
connected to each other as a chain. The data stored in blocks are
not able to be tempered. Smart contract deployed on blockchain
can perform various functionalities. Furthermore, encryption
and anonymization technologies can be applied in blockchain
system to protect user’s identity. The consensus mechanism
in Blockchain allows blockchain systems keep working stably
without a central server.

A few state-of-art contact tracing systems using blockchain
technologies have been proposed. Hasan et al. [5] propose proof
of location (PoL) and develop smart contracts to ensure the
privacy of contact list. However, no simulation is provided. In
addition, there is no incentive mechanism to motivate users to
join the system. Authors assume there are plenty of users in
the system behaving honestly, while the situation is hard to
achieve in practice. Xu et al. [6] propose BeepTrace blockchain-
based contact tracing solution, where a blockchain system plays
the neutral role in bridging data transmission between differ-
ent parties, such as patients, doctors, and government author-
ities. The users’ geodata are securely preserved in specially
designed blockchain. However, the efficiency of this system is
not demonstrated, and no clear consensus mechanism and in-
centive mechanism are specified in the article. Lv et al. [7] pro-
pose Bychain, a three-layer contact tracing framework without
reliance on trusted third parties. PoL is proposed to verify the
contact record and incentive mechanism is design for maximiz-
ing contact tracing range. However, unlike this article, Bychain
is not able to produce person-to-person accurate contact cases.

We conclude four main challenges to develop a third-party
free blockchain-based contact tracing method. The four chal-
lenges are overlapped with each other. 1) Instead of simply
treating blockchain as a separated storage method, how to lever-
age powerful consensus mechanism in blockchain system to
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promote data security. 2) How to design an effective consensus
mechanism to organize data storage and meanwhile achieve low
latency of recording contact information. People should afford
the computation cost and be able to access latest contact records
timely to prevent further possible virus spread. 3) How to design
the incentive mechanism so that people are motivated to join
the contact tracing system and behavior honestly. 4) Due to
lack of real-world contact data, as well as high cost of testing
whole system in practice, it is hard to evaluate the effectiveness
and efficiency of whole systems. The difficulty of collecting
real-world contact information is not only from privacy con-
cerns but also diversity of people contact scenarios. Contact
cases happened in crowded cities and those happened in rural
areas are totally different scenarios with different frequencies
and amounts. This diversity brings challenge to design incentive
mechanism fair to every one.

There is few work that clearly addresses all above men-
tioned four challenges. In this article, we aim to tackle the
four challenges with the users’ privacy ensured by proposing a
fully third-party free contact tracing framework with blockchain
technology that can produce accurate direct contact cases. A
RSA-based transaction verification algorithm is proposed to
ensure the correctness of recorded contact information and
improve system robustness. To efficiently store contact infor-
mation into blocks, we propose reputation corrected delegated
proof of stake (RC-DPoS) consensus mechanism, which can
control the right of appending new blocks. An incentive mecha-
nism is then designed to work with RC-DPoS motivating people
to work honestly and maintaining system decentrality. Finally,
we design a contact tracing simulation method that simulates
different real-world people contact scenarios to evaluate the
effectiveness of proposed framework.

The reminder of this article is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we discuss existing related work on contract tracing.
Section III is dedicated to presenting the overview of proposed
BDCT framework. Next, we elaborate transaction verification
method, RC-DPoS, and incentive mechanism in Sections IV, V,
and VI, respectively. Experimental simulation and discussion
are conducted in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII concludes
the article.

II. RELATED WORK

Traditional contact tracing tools are usually developed on
central server using location technologies such as GPS, Wifi,
cell tower, or Bluetooth [8], [9], [10]. Most of existing works are
centralized where third-party servers are used collecting user’s
personal data and contact history to match contact records [11].
Centralized models are exposed to risks of single point failure,
privacy data leaking, and security compromising. Though some
contact tracing methods are proposed to be decentralized [12],
[13], these methods still require a server to process data com-
puting functions and are vulnerable to dishonest behaviors from
malicious users.

Blockchain technology, first known as distributed ledger
[14], can make a system work stably without any trust
built among parties. Blockchain technology has demonstrated
significant feasibility in IoT applications, which have similar

requirements as contact tracing systems [15], [16], [17],
[18], [19], [20].

Blockchain technology has been extensively explored in the
domain of healthcare, such as healthcare sensor data protection
[21], [22], drug traceability control [23], and medical supply
chain management [24]. Blockchain technology shows great
potential for developing privacy-preserving and efficient con-
tact tracing applications [25].

Besides the above-mentioned work [5], [6], [7] in Introduc-
tion, there exists many other blockchain-based contract tracing
frameworks or systems. Arifeen et al. [26] propose a high-level
blockchain-based contract tracing framework where blockchain
is used for patients to publish contact list. Zhang et al. [27]
propose privacy-preserving contact tracing scheme in 5G-
integrated and blockchain-based medical applications (PTBM)
leveraging both permissionless and permissioned blockchain to
manage users’ location data, and 5G technique provides support
for low latency communication. Liu et al. [28] include multi-
ple involved parties in contact tracing, e.g., patients, doctors,
and governments. Though the communication schema within
blockchain among these parties are clearly defined, neither the
blockchain consensus and incentive mechanism are not defined,
nor blockchain simulation is provided. Hee and Salam [29]
identify the challenge of communication delay if only Bluetooth
signal is considered in distance approximation, and propose
to use additional sound system to promote the contact tracing
robustness. Blockchain nodes are clearly defined, however the
proof of work (PoW) consensus mechanism adopted in the
framework brings extra computation cost to devices.

Peng et al. [30] propose P 2B, where users can upload con-
tact information to blockchain storage to be further verified
and cross-checked by clients and authorities. P 2B is demon-
strated with higher data transmission efficiency than BeepTrace.
Vangipuram et al. [31] propose a three-tier architecture for
storing numerous data collected by Internet-of-MedicalThings
(IoMT) for contact tracing. In the architecture, blockchain is
employed to securely transfer the data from the infected person
to the hospital system using the edge infrastructure.

Zuhair et al. [32] consider a sixth-generation (6G)-assisted
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) empowered mass surveil-
lance system in dense areas, which can monitor body tempera-
ture of persons. Salimibeni et al. [33] consider in-door contact
tracing scenarios and propose trustworthy blockchain-enabled
system for an indoor CT (TB-ICT) contact tracing framework.
TB-ICT can motivate people to behave honestly since better
credit can decrease mining difficulty. However, PoW-based con-
sensus mechanism may bring high computation overhead. The
comparison between this work and the recent start of the arts
is presented in Table I.

The emerging probabilistic blockchain [34] that incorpo-
rates distributed nonbinary decisions offers unique functional-
ity for contact tracing. For instance, probabilistic blockchains
can be useful for predicting “high risk region,” by allowing
visitors to collectively determine whether the region carries
a high contact risk and addressing dishonest user behavior
by reaching consensus among historical contacts with proba-
bilistic evaluation.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THIS WORK WITH RECENT STATE OF THE ARTS

BDCT
[5]

(2021)
[6]

(2021)
[7]

(2022)
[26]

(2020)
[27]

(2021)
[28]

(2023)
[29]

(2022)
[30]

(2021)
[33]

(2022)
Person2Person Tracing ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Blockchain
Data Verification ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Consensus Mechanism ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓
Incentive Mechanism ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

Framework Simulation ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

III. CONTRACT TRACING FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW

A. Problem Definition and Preliminary Settings

In this article, we study the contact tracing problem as: given
Bluetooth signals on smart devices, with the constraints of
preserving privacy, we aim to output pairwise users’ contact
lists by discovering nearby Bluetooth devices. The goals to
achieve for the contact tracing problem are the completeness
and correctness of contact list, the contact tracing robustness,
and attack resistance. We consider the attacks in this article as
malicious users trying to disrupt the contact tracing or to take
control of the blockchain ledgering system.

We assume our blockchain-driven contact tracing (BDCT)
framework is implemented and deployed through clients on
smart devices. People can join the contact tracing system by
installing the client on their smart devices. It is assumed each
user carries one device with the client installed. The client will
generate private-public key pair and a unique device ID for
each device. We use Bluetooth to evaluate the distance between
two devices within a certain range based on the strength of
Bluetooth signal. The furthest contact distance considered in
this article is 5 m where Bluetooth can produce strong enough
signal to support accurate computation [35].

B. Contact Tracing Procedure

At a given frequency, the client on a smart device will scan
and record all the device IDs of nearby devices within a range.
This process is fast and secure since the client only scans
surrounding devices without having to pair two devices, which
also avoids cyberattack through Bluetooth channel. If there is
a device detected within 2 m,2 the client will identify this as
a contact case. The client will then store the device IDs of
contacted devices into contact list locally in a special format
which will be specified in the next section.

Most of previous works ignore the fact that mobile devices
are not as robust as computers in terms of internet connectivity,
system robustness, and security level. The device may fail to
collect the contacted device information or be attacked to record
false contact list. To improve the data integrity, a special role
witness is proposed in this article. All the devices that are 2 m
away but still within 5 m from the current device are considered
witnesses of the contact case. Witnesses play important roles in
BDCT, which help verify the reported contact list, speed up the
verification process, and recover the missed contacts. The client
will also store the device IDs of witnessed devices into witness

2The distance can be adjusted according to particular scenarios.

Fig. 1. Overview of contact tracing framework (user u1 generates a
transaction).

list locally in the similar format as contact list. Users can check
locally about whom they have contacted with and who have
witnessed their contact cases at any time without knowing the
real identity of the device owner.

Based on the above setting, we now illustrate the overall
BDCT framework in Fig. 1 with an example.

In Fig. 1, user u1 tries to report his current contact case at
Timestamp. Let’s assume users u2 and u3 are within 2 m from
u1 and hence considered a contact case with user u1. Users u4

and u5 are 2 m away but still within 5 m from u1, and they
witness that u1 is with u2 and u3 at Timestamp. u6 and u7 are
considered irrelevant to this contact case. There are six steps to
record this contact case into blockchain.

Step 1: User u1 initiates a blockchain transaction Tcon, which
is used for recording the contact case of u1 at Timestamp.
One transaction represents one contact case of users at some
timestamp. Formal definition of Tcon will be presented in
Section IV.

Step 2: User u1 then broadcasts the transaction Tcon through
internet to every user who have the client installed. Since no one
knows others’ identities, u1 is not able to directly send message
to u2, u3, u4, and u5.

Step 3: When other users receive the transaction Tcon, it will
check its local record if it contacted with u1 at Timestamp or
if it witnessed the reported contact case. Then, the contacted
users in this example, u2 and u3, and the witnessed users,
u4 and u5, will sign the transaction Tcon and broadcast this
signed transaction. The transaction generator u1 will receive the
signed transaction.

Step 4: After receiving the signed transaction Tcon, u1 will
verify the signature. u1 will wait for the signatures within a
specific delay d, such as 60 min. Only the records in ContactList
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verified valid will be finally preserved in Tcon. u1 will put trans-
action Tcon into a shared transaction pool which is synchronized
on every device along with blockchain.

Step 5: At given block generation frequency, one of the
candidate miners will be selected to package all the transactions
in the transaction pool into a block.

Step 6: The block is finally appended to the blockchain
by the miner and broadcasts to all users in the network
for synchronizing.

Steps 1–4 will be elaborated in Section IV by proposing
RSA-based transaction verification method (RSA-TVM). In
Section V, RC-DPoS and corresponding incentive mechanism
are presented to complete steps 5 and 6.

IV. TRANSACTION VERIFICATION METHOD

There are two major goals on contact tracing system: 1) data
integrity—the collected contact cases should be as complete,
untampered, and correct as possible; and 2) privacy—the whole
system should never initiatively disclose any location or identity
information of users.

In this article, we propose RSA-TVM to make sure the con-
tact records in the transaction are valid meanwhile ensuring
the anonymity, so that both above two goals can be achieved.
We employee RSA algorithm as encryption module [36]. RSA
algorithm is an asymmetric encryption algorithm and is able to
generate a key pair (public key, private key) for a user. Public
key is known by public, while the private key is only known
by the owner. The secret message encrypted by public key can
only be decoded by private key owner. A message can be signed
by private key and then be verified only by corresponding
public key.

Next, we will first describe how to initialize credentials for
each user and then present RSA-TVM.

A. Generate User Credential

When a person u installs the tracing client on a smart device
and become an user of the tracing system, the client will first
name the device with an unique device ID, denoted as uDID , and
then generate a RSA key pair (public key, private key), denoted
as (uPub_key, uPri_key). The length of each key is set to 1024 bits.
The private key will be stored locally in the smart device. The
public key and the device information will be included in a
transaction through the client, then be stored into blockchain.
This transaction is called “Registration Transaction,” which is
defined as Treg = {Tid, (uDID , uPub_key, t)}. Tid is the unique id
for each transaction and is generated by SHA256 algorithm
[37] based on timestamp t as well as the transaction content
{uDID , uPub_key, t}, so that any change made on the content will
cause a different Tid.

After the registration transaction is stored in the blockchain,
since every user in the system have a synchronized copy of
the whole blockchain, every user will hold the public keys for
every others.

Next, if the user wants to report contact cases and store
the contact information into Blockchain, “Contact Transaction”
will be initialized.

B. RSA-Based Transaction Verification Method (RSA-TVM)

Users will scan the nearby devices (through Bluetooth) at a
given transaction generation frequency to get the nearby de-
vices’ IDs and record them locally. If there are nearby devices
within 2 m detected by user u’s device, u can generate “Contact
Transaction,” denoted as Tcon = {Tid, (uDID , C,W, t)}, where
Tid is the unique id for each transaction and is generated based
on timestamp t and the transaction content {uDID , C,W, t}. The
uDID is the device ID of u, and t is the timestamp for this
contact case. C and W are Contact List and Witness List, which
contain the information of the contacted people (devices) and
the witness of this contact case, respectively. To generate C and
W , user u first needs to decide a original secret message D,
and then encrypt it with the public key of the contacted people
(e.g., ui) and the witnesses (e.g., uj) of this contact case. For
each contacted person ui, uiPub_key encrypted text, denoted as
DuiPub_key

is generated. Similarly, for each witness uj , DujPub_key

is generated. Formally, the Contact List C is defined as a set of
tuples: C = {(uiPub_key, DuiPub_key

)|∀ui}. Similarly, the Witness
List is defined as: W = {(ujPub_key, DujPub_key

)|∀uj}.
In practice, we set each secret message D containing ten

hex characters (0 − 9, a− f ), which is able to represent about
1.1 × 1012 different messages.

Witness list W can be very helpful to avoid contact case
loss and improve robustness against dishonest user behaviors
or system failure. We will show this later in Section VII.

The transaction Tcon will then be broadcast to all users in
order to protect privacy. Each user will check if C or W in
the received Tcon contains his/her public key. If so, the related
tuples require his/her verification. Since the messages are all
encrypted, therefore only the user who holds the public key can
decrypt the encrypted secret message by his/her public key.

When ui identifies the tuple (uiPub_key, DuiPub_key
) in C, ui

will decrypt the encrypted text DuiPub_key
with the private key

uiPri_key to get the secret message D. Then, ui will check
local contact history. If ui has the record that ui contacted
with u at timestamp t± 3 min, then ui can confirm the tuple
(uiPub_key, DuiPub_key

) valid in Tcon. Then, ui needs to send a mes-
sage back to u to indicate that the contact record about ui in Tcon

is confirmed. Specifically, ui signs the secret message D with
his private key. The signed text is denoted as SDuiPri_key

. Then,
ui replaces (uiPub_key, DuiPub_key

) with (uiPub_key, SDuiPri_key
) in

Tcon, and broadcast to all users.
uj will conduct similar verification on the related tuple in

witness listW . If uj has the record that the transaction generator
u contacted with all users in C at t± 3 min, then uj will
consider all tuples in C valid by signing secret message in
related tuple in W .

If ui cannot find any local record showing ui contacted with
u at timestamp t± 3 min, then ui believes this is a wrong
record. ui will sign a predefined warning message Z = “Wrong
Record” instead of signing the secret message D. The tuple
(uiPub_key, DuiPub_key

) in Tcon will then be (uiPub_key, ZuiPri_key
).

Once the transaction generator u receives the updated Tcon from
user ui, u will verify the signature with the public key of ui.

A tuple in contact list C in Tcon is considered valid if:
1) there is no signed warning message in the tuple; and 2) the
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Fig. 2. Illustration of RSA-TVM.

secret message in tuple is correctly signed by the contacted
person or at least one tuple in witness list is correctly signed by
the witness. Due to network or system failure of users’ smart
devices, users may have no response to the related tuple in C
or W within given delay d. In this case, the tuple will still
be considered valid as long as one witness has verified that
this contact case is correct. Only the valid tuples in C will
be finally preserved in Tcon. The transaction Tcon will be put
into the shared transaction pool waiting to be packaged into
block. Any user ui or uj who signed D or Z will get reward for
helping verify the contact case. We will discuss reward policies
in Section VI. Fig. 2 shows the process of RSA-TVM that u2

verifies u1’s contact case.

V. REPUTATION-CORRECTED DPOS MECHANISM (RC-DPOS)

Most existing work considers it is straightforward to let the
transaction generator directly package the verified transactions
into blocks and then broadcast to all users instead of choosing
a miner to do the job. However, the above strategy will cause
unfair incentive reward problem due to the nature of diverse
contact scenarios.

Unfair incentive reward problem: Users are rewarded for
reporting contact cases. However, people naturally have differ-
ent chances to have contact cases people who live or work in
human-dense areas, such as cashiers in markets, will obviously
have much more contact cases than those who stay or work at
home, thus gain much more reward. This actually encourages
people to make contacts in order to earn reward, which is against
the social distancing policy during pandemics.

The simulation in Section VII demonstrates the existence of
the problem. In addition, if miners can be the one not in the
Contactlist or WitnessList, it helps avoid group cheating that
small verify fake contact transactions for each other and append

new blocks in order to gain great amount of reward rapidly.
Therefore, it is imperative to carefully design consensus mech-
anism and incentive mechanism to balance the reward. The
consensus mechanism is required computational lightweight
and has high transaction throughput to satisfy the huge data
storage demand on smart devices.

Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) consensus mechanism [38]
is a popular light-weight consensus mechanism. The DPoS can
produce high throughput without compromising decentrality
of blockchain system if everyone is honest and the voting is
random. However, it cannot be directly applied in our pro-
posed BDCT. In order to motivate people to share their con-
tact information, reward must be given for generating contact
transactions. In DPoS the reward is stake, people living or
working in human-dense areas will gather stakes quickly. Thus,
their votes will gradually become highly weighted due to high
stakes, hence their votes will easily determine the selection of
candidate miners. In other words, the whole blockchain system
will be dominated and become centralized.

We propose RC-DPoS consensus mechanism to solve the
issue. In RC-DPoS, we assign reputation to each user, which
is represented by credit c. Users will gain reputation reward
instead of stake reward for honestly reporting their contact
cases, while only gain stake reward for working as a miner.
Specifically, the RC-DPoS mechanism works as follows.

Step 1: All new users in the contact tracing framework will
be given initial stake s0 and credit c0.

Step 2: Initially, the candidate miner set is empty, the can-
didate selection process will start. Each user votes for another
one trusted user and users cannot vote for themselves. Similar
to DPoS, the vote is weighted according to the voter’s stake. But
the total votes received by a user will be corrected by receiver’s
credit. Formally, let N denotes the total number of users in
the system. For user ui, i ∈ ZN , the corrected total weighted
received by ui is calculated according to the following equation:

Gi =
RF(ui) + 1

2

∑

uk

sk∑
j∈ZN sj

(1)

where the sum taken over user uk who votes ui is the total
weighted vote received by ui without correction, and sk is the
current stake amount of uk. ci is the current credit amount of
ui. RF(ui) is the reputation correction factor of user ui, which
is defined as

RF(ui) =
ci − minj∈ZN (cj)

maxj∈ZN (cj)− minj∈ZN (cj)
. (2)

RF(ui) ∈ [0, 1], and [RF(ui) + 1/2] ∈ [0.5, 1]. The intuition be-
hind this equation is that users with good reputation should have
higher chance to be a candidate miner, meanwhile, we need
avoid applying too much punishment on other users with lower
reputation (maximum 50% off on received votes).

Step 3: Rank all users in descending order according to their
vote scores. The top �N/5� users are selected into candidate
miners set. The size of candidate miners set can be adjusted
based on specific applications.

Step 4: At a given block generation frequency (3 min, 5 min,
or so on), one arbitrary miner selected from the candidate
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Fig. 3. Blockchain storage structure in proposed framework.

miner set will package all the transactions in the shared trans-
action pool into a block and append it into the miner’s local
blockchain. Then, shared transaction pool is empty and waits
for new verified transactions. The structure of the blockchain
storage is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Step 5: The miner then broadcasts this blockchain update to
all users. Users in the system will update their local blockchain
and the local transaction pool. The miner will be given stake re-
ward and reputation reward. Reward detail will be elaborated in
Section VI. Then, the miner will be removed from the candidate
miner set.

Step 6: When a miner fails to do this job within a excusable
delay (e.g., 10 min) due to network disconnection or system
failure, a penalty will be applied on the miner by taking away
some credits and no stake reward will be given. The miner will
be removed from the candidate miner list and another miner
will be delegated to do the job. Whenever the candidate miner
set is empty, back to Step 2.

VI. INCENTIVE MECHANISM

The proposed BDCT contact tracing framework is third-party
free and fully relies on people to generate transactions, store
contact cases into blocks and maintain system decentrality.
Therefore, it is crucial to design an incentive mechanism to
motivate people to generate contact transactions and append
blocks into blockchain honestly. It is also important to ensure
the incentive mechanism does not specially benefit a particular
group of people to avoid the system becoming centralized and
dominated. In this article, we design the incentive mechanism
as a composition of following four incentive policies.

1) Users will be rewarded with one unit3 credit for gener-
ating transactions. The users cannot get the reward un-
til the transaction is accepted by the shared transaction
pool. This will motivate users to honestly report their
contact list.

3Numbers in the incentive mechanism only for indicating the relative
amount; they can be of any unit.

2) Users will be rewarded with one unit credit after suc-
cessfully verifying related tuple in contact transactions.
This will motivate users to participate in generating trans-
actions and improve the speed of verifying contact cases.

3) Users will be rewarded with Ri unit stake reward and one
unit credit reward for mining a block, e.g., append a new
block into existing blockchain. Ri is corresponding to the
total amount of transactions that ui generated, which is
formally defined as

Ri = w ∗ TF(ui) + 1
2

(3)

TF(ui) = 1 − ti − minj∈ZN (tj)

maxj∈ZN (tj)− minj∈ZN (tj)
. (4)

w is a predefined reward amount (e.g., five units) and
ti is the total number of transaction generated by ui.
TF(ui) ∈ [0, 1] is called the transaction correction factor.
From the above definition, we could find that the more
transaction ui has generated, the lower stake reward will
be given to ui. The intuition behind Ri is that we do
not want people who generate much transactions also
gain much stake reward for completing every mining
job since they naturally have more chance to become a
miner according to incentive policy 1) and (1). On the
other hand, people who generate less transactions will
get more stake reward per mining job they complete.
[TF(ui) + 1]/2 ∈ [0.5, 1] will make a maximum 50% off
on the stake reward. Therefore, Ri can help balance the
stake reward among users in different contact scenarios,
hence help maintain the vote power distributed.

4) A user will lose five units credits and earn no stake reward
if the user fails to complete a mining job.

VII. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION

A. Simulation Method

There is no real-world trajectory dataset that can produce
real-word people contact cases in terms of frequency and
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amount. Since it is hard to collect real-word trajectory in a wide
range due to privacy concerns and diversity of contact scenarios,
we conduct experiments on synthetic datasets that simulates
different people contact scenarios.

We propose to consider three general contact scenarios de-
cided based on population density: Low density (Sparse),
Medium density (Medium), and High density (Crowded). Each
scenario can intuitively represent one kind of real-world con-
tacting cases. “Sparse” can represent the contacting cases in
rural area or residential area. “Medium” can represent the con-
tact cases in schools, parks, or other common public areas.
“Crowded” represents or contacting cases happening in some
very crowded places, such as shopping malls and sports events.

People in three scenarios have different frequencies of hav-
ing contact cases, different numbers of contacted people and
witnesses. To achieve this goal, we specify the settings for the
three scenarios as follows.

Low density (sparse) case: In each transaction, the length of
contact list and witness list follow normal distributionN (μ= 0,
σ = 2) and N (μ= 0, σ = 1), respectively. The frequency of
generating transaction is 1 case/h.

Medium density (medium) case: In each transaction, the
length of contact list and witness list follow the normal dis-
tribution N (μ= 2, σ = 4) and N (μ= 2, σ = 2), respectively.
The frequency of generating transaction is 3 cases/h.

High density (crowded) case: In each transaction, the length
of contact list and witness list follow the normal distribution
N (μ= 5, σ = 2) and N (μ= 7, σ = 2), respectively. The fre-
quency of generating transaction is 12 cases/h.

We implement the framework with Python 3.7, and all simu-
lations are conducted on a machine with Intel Core i7-10875h
8 cores and 32GB memories. Each user is implemented as a
thread of python, and all threads run paralleled to simulate real
time contacting. We randomly generate the contact cases for
each user without considering reasonable trajectories for them,
since the trajectories do not affect the evaluation of the effec-
tiveness. For the length of contact list or witness list, we only
adopt the nonnegative numbers sampled from corresponding
normal distributions.

B. Decentrality Evaluation

It is crucial to maintain the decentrality of BDCT, so that the
voting power is distributed and uses can be motivated to keep
contributing contact cases honestly.

We simulate 200 users for each contact scenario, hence
totally 600 users are in the whole simulation environment.
To measure the dencentrality of the system, we draw Lorenz
curve and calculate the Gini coefficient/index of three factors
of the 600 users: user balance (cumulative stake reward), user
credits (cumulative reputation reward), and the total number of
mined blocks.

Lorenz curve is originally proposed for drawing the cumula-
tive income from different units when they are in the ascending
order [39]. The closer the income distribution is to uniform
distribution, the closer the corresponding Lorenz curve is to line
y = x. We extend Lorenz curve in this article to illustrate the
decentrality of the proposed RC-DPoS.

The Gini coefficient Gini is a metric for quantitatively mea-
sure inequality of a distribution, which can derived from Lorenz
curve [40]. It is defined as a ratio with values between 0 and
1. Specifically, the numerator is the area between the Lorenz
curve of the distribution and the uniform distribution line; the
denominator is the area under the uniform distribution line.
Hence, Gini = 0 indicates perfect equality of a distribution, and
Gini = 1 indicates the distribution is total skew to one unit.

We adopt the DPoS mechanism as the baseline. In the base-
line, no credit reward is given to users, and users will get 1 unit
stake reward for generating or verifying transactions and 5 units
stake reward for mining a block. Other settings are kept the
same as proposed BDCT. The initial stake and credit of users are
set to 100 units. Random voting strategy is adopted for voting
the candidate miners.

We run the simulation for ten times and evaluate sta-
tistical significance of Gini coefficient of user balance be-
tween baseline and proposed BDCT. We conduct a two-sided
T-test for the null hypothesis that two frameworks’ stake
reward distribution has identical average (expected) values.
The p= 1.22 × 10−32 indicates that BDCT achieves definitely
better stake reward dencentrality.

Fig. 4 shows the results of Gini coefficient and Lorenz curve
of the three factors. Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) shows how the Gini
coefficient changes with more and more data stored in the
blockchain. Fig. 4(c) shows that the Gini coefficient of balance
of baseline DPoS remains as high as 0.56 when blockchain
height is 10k, indicating the stake rewards are mostly given to
people in Dense scenario. Since the baseline DPoS mechanism
does not consider any credit reward, the Gini coefficient of
credit stays 0 in Fig. 4(a)–(c). In addition, the Gini coefficient
of mined blocks count of baseline is close to 0, this is because
under the random vote strategy in DPoS, users have the same
expectation to be selected as a miner.

In Fig. 4(b), our BDCT framework makes the Gini coefficient
decrease with the height of blockchain, which means BDCT is
achieving balanced stake reward when we continue recording
more data. In Fig. 4(d), the Gini coefficient of credit is 0.57
when blockchain height is 10 000, showing users in dense area
can indeed earn more credit than other users as expected. The
Gini coefficient of mined blocks count is 0.27 which is higher
than 0.12 in baseline, indicating people in dense areas indeed
have higher chance to be a miner. Gini coefficient of credit
is 0.19 which is significantly lower than 0.56 in baseline and
demonstrates our RC-DPoS and proposed incentive mecha-
nism can successfully balance the stake reward among different
groups of users.

We further investigate the stake reward distribution. In DPoS
baseline, the 200 users (1/3 of total users) in the Crowded
scenario together holds more than 85% stake rewards giving
them more than 85% vote power. This demonstrate the ne-
cessity of dealing with Unfair incentive reward problem as
described in Section V to avoid people in Crowded areas can
naturally earn more reward and take control of the whole contact
tracing system. Compared with the baseline, the three groups
of users in three different contact scenarios in our proposed
BDCT hold stake reward 23%, 42%, and 34% respectively.
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Fig. 4. Lorenz curve and Gini coefficient of proposed BDCT framework and baseline DPoS. (a) Gini coefficient, baseline DPoS. (b) Gini coefficient, our
BDCT. (c) Lorenz curve, baseline DPoS. (d) Lorenz curve, our BDCT.

TABLE II
AVERAGE CONTACT CASE LOSS PERCENTAGE AT DIFFERENT FAILURE RATE p

User Failure Rate p = 0.1 p = 0.2 p = 0.3 p = 0.4 p = 0.5 p = 0.6

BDCT 0.18±0.02% 0.45±0.03% 0.68±0.01% 1.19±0.02% 1.96±0.12% 3.69±0.03%
BDCT-w/o-Witness 2.25±0.03% 6.12±0.03% 11.12±0.04% 18.70±0.09% 27.63±0.07% 38.74±0.14%

This also demonstrates the resistance to the attack that even
though malicious group can fake contact cases and gener-
ate a number of transactions, they will not gain significant
increase on rewards.

C. Tracing Robustness Evaluation

Mobile devices are usually with low computational power
and low security level, and sometimes may suffer from system
failure or network delay and disconnection. All those factors
can cause failure of detecting contact case, verifying contact list
or receiving transactions. In this article, we proposed witness
for every contact case in BDCT framework, which can improve
the robustness of recording correct contact cases. As mentioned
in Section IV-B, if a tuple in contact case is not verified due to
the failure mentioned above, as long as there is one witness
in W verified the contact list C, the tuple will be consid-
ered valid.

To evaluate the robustness of recording contact information
of the proposed system, we set a failure rate p of each user,
representing that the user has a probability p of failing to verify
the corresponding transaction. Then, we compute how many
contact cases, that ui contacts with uj at timestamp t, e.g.,

(ui, uj , t), will lose comparing with the given 300k contact
cases. We use a baseline BDCT − w/o− Witness that is BDCT
without witness role, therefore (ui, uj , t) will be lost when
both ui and uj fail to verify the corresponding tuples in C.
This is also a common design in exiting works [12], [41].
We simulate this experiment for ten times and report the
average results.

Table II shows the simulation results. It can be seen that our
framework lost significantly less contact cases than baseline at
any failure rate p. BDCT can correctly record nearly 96.31%
(1%–3.69%) total contact cases even every node has 0.6 failure
probability, which is 35% more than the baseline that can only
preserve about 61.26% (1%–38.74%) contact cases.

D. Time Complexity Analysis

We analyze the computation cost of a single contact case
from being generated as contact transaction to being stored in
blockchain. The contact case will be first verified by RSA-TVA,
then be packaged by miner into a block. The major computation
is for RSA-TVA as the packaging is constant time for a miner
to produce block hash and put all required field together in one
block. Assume the contact case has nc contacts, nw witnesses
and every contact and witness will participate in RSA-TVA.
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We adopt RSA-1024, hence the public key uiPub_key = (E,N)
where E < 21024 and N < 21024. Encrypting a message or ver-
ifying a signature using uiPub_key requires O(log2(n) ∗ log(e)) =
O(log2(n)) where e and n are the number of bits of E and N ,
respectively, and e < n≤ 1024. Decrypting a encoded message
or sign a message using corresponding private key requires
O(log3(n)) [42].

The computation cost for verifying the contact case is
composed by three parts: first (nc + cw) ∗O(log2(n)) for
generating encrypted message in contact list and witness list,
then 2 ∗ (nc + cw) ∗O(log3(n)) for these message will be
decrypted and signed by correct users and finally (nc + cw) ∗
O(log2(n)) for verifying the signature. As one contact case
involves nc participants, and at most each participant can
generate a contact transaction then conduct RSA-TVA, there-
fore the upbound of computation cost is nc ∗ (2 ∗ (nc + cw) ∗
O(log2(n))+ 2 ∗ (nc + cw) ∗O(log3(n)))=nc ∗ (O((nc + cw)
∗ log3(n)) =O(nc ∗ (nc + nw) ∗ log3(n)), and log3(n) will
be approximately constant for a fixed RSA key length.

E. Storage Cost Analysis

In BDCT framework, every user is holding the whole copy of
blockchain. We evaluate the expected blockchain storage cost
of the proposed BDCT framework by calculating the expected
number of transactions and blocks generated per hour with
respect to our experiment setting.

We denote the expected size of total blockchain segment
generated per hour as E(STB/h), expected size of all block
heads per hour as E(SBH/h), and expected size of all block
bodies per hour as E(SBB/h). The size of single block head
is denoted as sBH, the expected amount of blocks generated per
hour is NB/h. Hence, E(SBH/h) = E(NB/h) ∗ sBH. The block
bodies contain transactions, therefore E(SBB/h) = E(ST/h),
where E(ST/h) is the expected size of total transactions gen-
erated per hour. Consequently, E(STB/h) is calculated by the
following equation:

E(STB/h) = E(SBH/h) + E(SBB/h)

= E(NB/h) ∗ sBH + E(ST/h). (5)

The speed of generating a block is predefined in the system,
e.g., every 5 min. Therefore, E(NB/h) = 12. Based on the
block structure illustrated in Fig. 3, sBH can be calculated as
follows:

sBH = sBlockHash + sPreviousBlockHash

+ suDID
+ sTimestamp

= 2 ∗ sBlockHash + suDID
+ sTimestamp

= 2 ∗ 256 bits + 10 bytes + 32 bits = 78 bytes. (6)

sBlockHash is the size of a unique block ID, which is a SHA256
hash value, therefore sBlockHash = 256 bits. suDID

is the size of
block generator’s device ID. In our framework, the set device
ID a string contains ten hex characters, which can represent
210∗4 ≈ 1.1 × 1012 unique devices. Since each char type hex
character take 1 byte, suDID

= 10 bytes. sTimestamp is size of

an Unix timestamp of 32 bit integer type, hence sTimestamp =
32 bits.

In our experiment settings, three different contact scenarios
are considered with different contact case generating frequency,
number of contacted people, and number of witnesses. Though
there may also registration transactions in block bodies, reg-
istration transactions cost minor storage. In this discussion,
we consider the general case that block bodies contain only
contact transactions. Then, E(ST/h) is the sum of expected all
transactions generated by three contact scenarios as follows:

E(ST/h) = E(STS/h) + E(STM/h) + E(STC/h). (7)

E(STS/h), E(STM/h), and E(STC/h) are the expected num-
bers of transactions generated per hour in Sparse scenario,
Medium scenario, and Crowded scenario, respectively.

We denote E(NTS/h) as the expected number of transactions
(contact cases) per hour in Sparse scenario and E(sTS) as the
expected size of a transaction generated in Sparse scenario.
Given the contact transaction structure described in Section
IV-B, E(sTS) is composed by size of transaction ID sTid , size
of transaction generator’s device ID suDID

, size of transaction
timestamp sTimestamp, expected size of contact list E(sC), and
expected size of witness list E(sW ). In each contact list C or
witness list W , there are signed tuples (uiPub_key, SDuiPri_key

).
The size of signed tuples is denoted as sst. In our experiments,
we generate 1024 bits RSA Keys with the Python package
Crypto.4 With the secret message as ten hex characters, sst =
56 bytes + 161 bytes = 217 bytes in our simulation.

Though the length of contact list and witness list are sampled
from normal distribution described in Section VII-A, we set the
length to 0 if the sampled length is less than 0. The expected
length of contact list E(NC) based such sample strategy satis-
fies the following equation:

E(NC) =

∫ ∞

0
x

1

σ
√

2π
exp

(
− (x− μ)2

2σ2

)
dx

=

√
2σ

σ
√

2π

∫ ∞

− μ√
2σ

(
√

2σt+ μ)exp−t2

dt

×
(

with t=
x− μ√

2σ

)

=
1√
π

(
√

2σ
∫ ∞

− μ√
2σ

t exp−t2

dt+ μ

∫ ∞

− μ√
2σ

exp−t2

dt

)

=
1√
π

(
σ√
2

exp− μ2

2σ2 + μZ(t)

)
(8)

Z(t) =

∫ ∞

− μ√
2σ

exp−t2

dt

=

∫ 0

− μ√
2σ

exp−t2

dt+

∫ ∞

0
exp−t2

dt

≤
∫ μ√

2σ

0

1
t2 + 1

dt+

√
π

2

= arctan

(
μ√
2σ

)
+

√
π

2
. (9)

4https://pycryptodome.readthedocs.io
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Since Z(t) is limited by an upper bond, we can calcu-
late upper bond of the expected number of transactions per
hour in Sparse scenario by the following equation. Similarly,
E(STM/h)≤ 3374 bytes and E(STC/h)≤ 36 227 bytes

E(STS/h) = E(NTS/h) ∗ E(sTS)

= 1 ∗ (sTid + suDID
+ sTimestamp + E(sC) + E(sW ))

= 256 bits + 10 bytes + 32 bits

+ E(sC) + E(sW )

= 46 bytes + E(NC) ∗ sst + E(NW ) ∗ sst

≤ 46 bytes +

(√
2√
π
+

√
2

2
√
π

)
∗ 217 bytes

≈ 306 bytes. (10)

Hence, E(ST/h)≤ 306 + 3374 + 36227 = 39 907 bytes.
Then, E(STB/h) = E(NB/h) ∗ sBH + E(ST/h) = 12 ∗ 78 +
39 907 bytes = 40 843 bytes ≈ 39.89 KB. Therefore the
expected storage cost for the blockchain generated per day is
24 ∗ E(ST/h) = 24 ∗ 39.89 KB = 957.36 KB < 1 MB, which
is totally affordable for most smart devices.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this article, we propose a BDCT framework, which is a
fully decentralized framework without any third-party required.
We propose the role “witness” in the framework to promote
contact tracing data integrity, and the RSA-TVM to verify the
correctness of the reported contact cases. RC-DPoS consensus
mechanism is applied to select miners based on both users’
reputation and users’ stake. An incentive mechanism is fur-
ther developed to motivate people to keep reporting contact
cases honestly and work with RC-DPoS achieving balanced
stake reward distribution to maintain the whole framework
decentralized. In the simulation, we propose a simulation en-
vironment, which mixes three contact scenarios based on dif-
ferent population density. The simulation results demonstrate
our proposed framework can achieve significantly decentral-
ity than the baseline framework, and RSA-TVM incorporated
with “witness” role in the framework can hugely improve the
system robustness.
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